
Mr Area  
by Connor S 

 

The children really liked Mr Area. It wasn’t because he was a good 
teacher, but because he forgot about them and they could write each 
other notes, climb on the tables and throw paper airplanes across the 
room. He forgot about them because instead of teaching he was 
scribbling at his maths equations. Scratch! Scritch! Screech! Went his 
pencil across the paper. 
 
He slouched at his desk with his glasses shining in the light, almost as 
shiny as his teeth. He was so forgetful he forgot to cut his hair and it was 
now as long as a lion’s mane. He loved maths so much he even had 
maths equations on his T-shirt. He was so forgetful he forgot he was 
supposed to wear smart clothes to school.  
 
Sometimes he would remember where he was and look up, he would 
see the kids playing with paper airplanes and passing each other 
messages and his shout was a dinosaur roar that would scare the 
children into immediately stopping what they were doing. Then he asked 
them questions as fast as machine gun fire. 
 
At the end of the lesson he would stride out of the room with his maths 
books, papers and pens stuffed in his pockets and under his arms. 
Paper fell around him like leaves but he never noticed. 
 

  



Mr Splatter 
by Bonnie 

 
Mr Splatter was an awfully austere art teacher at Moon Lake High. All 
the children that went to Moon Lake High were terrified of Mr Splatter 
and not just of his appearance, oh no, his classes too!!! Mr Splatter wore 
a jet black beret, his clothes were as stained as a baby's bib and he also 
had an unforgettable yellow tooth. If he smiled at you and the hideous 
yellow tooth shined, beware, you might have nightmares.  
 
Everyday he loved seeing his students come into his class as frightened 
as kittens about to skydive into a field of dangerous dogs.  Mr Splatter 
was infamous for his cruelty to children. His pencil-sharpness-testing-
technique was like an attack from a vicious woodpecker.  He sneaked up 
behind you and stabbed his pencil into the top of your head, while 
laughing his evil laugh, “WA HA HA!!!”. Some children were easy to 
spook “OWCH!”, while some even called for their mummies “MUMMY!!!”. 
 
One day Mr Splatter’s enemy showed up at the school gates. He was a 
tall, older boy, always stirring up trouble.  His name was Ben but the 
children call him Big Bad Ben…..  dun dun dun …..  

To be continued…... 
 

  



Mr Mc Sock-Pong 
by Joseph G 

 

From far away, you would think Mr Mc Sock-Pong was an ordinary 
sports teacher. It’s when you get closer you see what's wrong. Or rather 
smell what's wrong. His stench was horrendous. 
Mr Mc Sock-Pong is not actually his real name. His name is Mr Mc 
Pock-Song but no one calls him that. His cheeks were as red as flames 
because this sports teacher never stops running in every sports lesson. 
This stinky teacher’s shorts were tighter than an 1980S footballer’s 
shorts and trust me that is tight. They were bright pink. His belly hung 
out beneath his top, his arm pits were damp from sweat and he had a 
collar that was once white. He had manky, old feet with ripped, yellow 
toenails. He never put shoes on and all the students wondered why but 
no one knew. Except for Mr Mc Sock Pong himself. He never wore them 
because when he runs around a lot his shoes get filled with sweat. 
Eventually, they start dripping leaving a smelly trail behind him like a 
skunk with diarrhea. 
New teachers think he's an honest and polite man and make him a cup 
of tea in the staff room. They sit next to him and almost every one of 
them faints,  
You do not want to be his student. This teacher is a walking stink bomb. 
 



Dr Doom 
by Emmie 

 
Hey, you opened my book, you wanna hear about Dr Doom? Are you sure? 

This is one of the craziest books ever! Ok, if you're ready… Dr Doom is one of 
the worst. He is remembered as the world's worst teacher for what happened 

in Class 1 last year at St Peters Primary School. It all started when he was 
about to tell the class what today's lesson was about. “Children listen up,” he 

said, “today we will be learning about volcanoes and how they erupt.” The 
class cheered! “Yeah!” While the class was cheering Dr Doom smiled one of 
those smiles that no one wants to see. He went to the black board and pulled 
the sheet off. “This is what you need to do…” It said, calm down, stand behind 

your desk and look at your mini volcanoes.” The class stood up and stared 
down at them. Oh little did they know what was going to happen. Dr Doom 

suddenly switched the lights off,,it was pitch back, no one could see a thing. 
“bubble, bubble, bubble” What's that noise? “Bubble, Bubble, Bubble” There it 
goes again, “BUBBLE, BUBBLE, BUBBLE” Oh again, “BUBBLE!, BUBBLE! 

BUBBLE! BUBBLE!” “POP!” “POP!” “POP!” Volcanoes started exploding. 
“BANG!” “POP!” “WIZ!” “CRACKLE!” The classroom was turning into smoke. 

“(Cough, cough, cough)” BANG! Children hid under tables, some even ran out 
the Classroom! “Ha Ha Ha Ha Haaa!” Dr Doom cackled. A child ran and put 

the light on. The Classroom was black. People's hair shot up like it got 
electrocuted and their faces were black, (thanks to the sneaky gunpowder 

added by Dr Doom!)  Mrs Stern the head teacher came rushing in to see what 
the noise was about, she looked at the classroom in surprise. “Get out you 
horrid teacher, you're fired!” Dr Doom left that day but the next was strange 

this new teacher Mrs Bang was as crazy as he was! 
 

 


